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Abstract 
Sharp, P-W. and J.M. Fine, A contrast of direct and transformed Nystriim pairs, Journal of Computational and 
Applied Mathematics 42 (1992) 293-308. 
Explicit NystrSm pairs provide an efficient way to solve the general second-order initial-value problem when 
stability requirements do not determine the stepsize. The pairs can be derived by explicitly solving the order 
conditions for Nystriim pairs. or by applying a transformation to Runge-Kutta pairs. The two approaches lead 
to different classes of pairs. We refer to the two types of pairs as direct and transformed pairs, respectively. 
Even though transformed pairs are easier to derive. existing Nystriim pairs are direct pairs. In this paper we 
compare the properties of classes of direct and transformed (p - 1, pJI) pairs, p = 4,5,6. The properties are the 
efficiency of the pair, the accuracy of the local error estimate and stepsize prediction, and the size of the 
stability region. WC also investigate the existence of an interpolation schcmc for the (3,4) pairs. 
Keywords: Initial-value problem; second order; Njstrom pairs; direct and transformed. 
1. Introduction 
The second-order initial-value problem 
Y” =f(x, Y, Y’), x >/X{), Y&J =YW Y’(q)) =YG, 
can be solved in two general ways using explicit Runge-Kutta like pairs. 
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One way is to transform the problem to a first-order problem and then to solve it using an 
explicit ( p - 1, p) Runge-Kutta (RK) pair. The second way is to solve the problem directly 
using an explicit ( p - 1, p) generalized Runge-Kutta-Nystriim (RKNG) pair of the form 
s s 
j=I j=l 
where 
j- 1 j-l 
h=f \ .ri+hcj, yi+~cjyl+h~ x ajkfx_, yi+h C aJpf”j, j= l,---vs* 
k=l k=l 
The approximations ,‘i + 1, y^l+ , are order p - 1, while yi + I, yf+ 1 are order p. It is possible to 
omit one of the derivative or solution formulae in the above pairs. The numerical experiments 
of [S] show that if the derivative formula is omitted, the error control is less reliable. Hence we 
do not consider this type of pair. If a solution formula is omitted, it is easily obtained using the 
transformation below. 
RKNG pairs offer two important advantages compared with RK pairs applied to the 
equivalent first-order problem. First, they are usually more efficient, as the numerical testing of 
[6_9] shows. Second, since they have the same number of stages as RK pairs and only the 
second derivative is stored, they require half the storage for their stages. 
RKNG pairs can be derived in two general ways. One way is to explicitly solve the order 
conditions for an RKNG pair. We refer to such pairs as direct pairs. The (3, 4), (4, 5) pairs of 
[6] and the (5, 6) pairs of [9] are direct pairs. The second way is to first derive an RK pair. If the 
coefficients of the RK pair are denoted by c, a’, 6’ and b’, an RKNG pair can be obtained 
from an RK pair by applying the transformation (see [l], for example) 
a ,x=(ci-ck)aJx:, k=2 ,..., j-l, j=3 ,..., s, 
h,=(l - cj)b,~, ~j = (1 - Cj)~,~, j = l,...,s. 
The ai* are found from 
j-1 
a,,=, J 
‘C;- C ajk, 9=2 ,..., S. 
A=2 
We rckr to the transformations as the a-transformation and b-transformation, and to the 
resulting RKNG pairs as transformed pairs. Note that direct and transformed pairs are used to 
solve the general second-order initial-value problem directly. The difference between direct 
and transformed pairs is the way they are derived, and not the problems they are applied to. It 
is also possible to derive RKNG pairs using only the b-transformation to give a class of RKNG 
pairs intermediate to transformed and direct pairs. We find the a-transformation has a greater 
effect than the b-transformation on the performance of the pairs. One reason for this is that 
there is usually more free a than free b and i. Also, if the b or h are determined uniquely by 
the quadrature conciitions, the b-transformation will produce the same expressions as expiicitly 
solving the order conditions. Hence we regard pairs found using only the b-transformation as 
direct pairs. 
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Despite the abundance of classes of RK pairs, and the simplicrty of the transformations, 
published RKNG pairs are direct pairs. One possible reason for this is that direct classes 
usually have more free parameters. For example, the transformed class based on the Prince and 
Dormand [7] eight-stage (5, 6) RK class has six free parameters. The eight-stage (5, 6) direct 
class of [9], which is related to the Dormand and Prince RK class, has fourteen free 
parameters. 
The greater generality of the direct class suggests it contains pairs that are more efficient and 
more reliable than pairs in the transformed class. In this paper we investigate the differences 
between classes of transformed and direct (3, 4), (4, 5) and (5, 6) pairs. In common with most 
pairs, we assume local extrapolation, and that the c are distinct and lie on [0, 11. To reduce the 
number of comparisons we also assume the last stage is not used as the first stage of the next 
step, i.e., FSAL pairs are not investigated. 
In Section 2 we give a brief review of the classes of (3, 4), (4, 5) and (5, 6) RK pairs we use in 
this paper. Then in Section 3 we summarize the derivation of the (3, 4), (4, 5) and (5, 6) RKNG 
direct pairs. Following this in Section 4 we compare the direct and transformed classes using 
efficiency, the accuracy of the local error estimate and stepsize prediction, and the size of the 
stability region. The comparisons are made using standard functions of the free parameters, as 
well as numerically. For the (3, 4) pair we also investigate the existence of fourth-order 
interpolants. Finally, in Section 5 we briefly discuss our work. 
2. RK pairs 
Let c, a’, it and b’ denote the coefficients of the RK pairs. We assume, as is usually done in 
the derivation of RK pairs, that 
i- 1 
Ci= C a;j, i=2,...,S. 
j=l 
Because there is a small number of order conditions, (3,4) RK pairs are easily derived. Also 
the standard simplifying assumptions made for higher-order pairs have little effect on the 
complexity of the derivation. To be consistent with the (3, 4) RKNG pairs of [6] we assume 
Ck+l i-l 
Qfli = k = c aijc;, i = 3, 4, 5, k = 1, 2. 
j=2 
These assumptions imply & = b, = 0 and leave five independent order conditions for the 
fourth-order formula and three for the third-order formula. One of the c is usually unity to 
make the local error estimate sensitive to abrupt changes in the solution across the step. As in 
[6], we take cs = 1. If we now select cR, cq and & as free parameters, the simplifying 
assumptions and the order conditions are easily solved to give a three-parameter class of pairs. 
A commonly used class of (4, 5) RK pairs is that of [2]. The simplifying assumptions Q,fA, 
i=3, 4, 5, 6, k= 1, 2, and 
RI- z b;a;j=b,!(l -cj), j= 1,...,6. 
i=j+ I 
are used. The class has c3, cs and & as free parameters and c, = 1. 
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Several classes of eight-stage (5, 6) RK pairs are known. Fehlberg [4] derived a class with cf 
and c5 as free parameters, while Verner [lo] derived a class with c2, c3, cs and cx, as free 
parameters. Subsequently, Prince and Dormand [7] derived a class with c2, c3, cs, c,, b; and bi 
as free parameters. R;cz;ly, Verner [ll] showed his class is a subclass of the Prince and 
Dormand class. Since we used the Prince and Dormand class to aid in the derivation of our 
(5,6) direct class [9] we use the class here. For the Prince and Dormand class the simplifying 
assumptions Q,!,, i = 3,. . . ,8, RI, j = 1,. . . ,8, and 
i=j+ I 
hold. 
3. Direct RKNG pairs 
In this section we briefly summarize the derivation of the (3,4), (4, 5) and (5, 6) direct 
RKNG pairs. The order conditions up to order seven in the derivative and order eight in the 
solution are listed in the Appendix. In all of the pairs we assume 
i-l 
;cZ = c aij, _ I i = 2,. . .) s. 
j=l 
One way to derive direct pairs is to first solve the order conditions for the derivative 
formulae. The order conditions for the solution formulae are then satisfied by solving them 
explicitly or by applying the b-transformation. If the derivative f is independent of y, the order 
conditions for a qth-order RKNG derivative formula have the same form as those for a 
@h-order RK formula. We refer to these order conditions as RK order conditions. This 
observation means we can solve many of the RKllG order conditions by choosing i’, b’, a’ and 
c to be that of an RK pair. We then satisfy the remaining order conditions using just 6, b and a 
(this is possible because transformed pairs exist). 
For (3,4) RKNG pairs there is only one non-RK order condition, a fourth-order condition 
for the derivative. This condition is satisfied using one of as2, aB2, aAa3, a52, as3 and a54. The 
order conditions for the solution formulae are satisfied using just the b and b with two of the b 
available-as free parameters. This derivation gives a ten-parameter (c,, cq, h’, the five a and 
the two b) class of direct (3, 4) RKNG pairs. The class is more general then that of [6] because 
we do not assume 
i- I 
Qi, E ;c;’ = c aijcj, i = 3, 4: 5, 
j=z 
and 
c3 
cj = 
1oc; - 8c, + 2 * 
Fine [6] made the second assumption to increase the order of the higher-order solution 
formula. We return to this point at the end of the next section. 
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For the (4, 5) RKNG pairs there are six non-RK order conditions: four for the fifth-order 
derivative formula, one for the fifth-order solution formula., and one for the fourth-order 
derivative formula. Fine [6] in deriving his (4, 5) pairs used the simplifying assumptions eil, 
i = 3, 4, 5, 6, h h 1 w ic e iminate four of the non-RK order conditions. This leaves 
Cb i i2= 'a 0. 
i,i i 
We take four of the a as free parameters, and solve these two equations and the simplifying 
assumptions for the remaining a. The order conditions for the fifth-order solution formula are 
satisfied by applying the b-transformation. For the fo!rth-order solution formula there are 
three independent order conditions. Hence two of the b can be taken as free parameters and 
the rsmaining b solved for. This derivation gives a eight-parameter (c3, c5, the four a and the 
two b) class of pairs. 
The class differs from that of Fine because his pairs are FSAL pairs. However a non-FSAL 
class is easily obtained from Fine’s class by taking cq as 
1Ocf - 8c, + 2 
and setting h, and 6; to zero. 
For the (5, 6) direct class we use the class [9]. In the derivation of this class, we assumed Qi,, 
i=3,...,8, and 
Rj ~ i bfaij = ib,!(l - cjJ2, j= 1,...,8, 
i=j+ 1 
as well as the assumptions of the Prince and Dormand (5, 6) RK class. The sixth-order solution 
formula is found from the b-transformation and the fifth-order formula by explicitly soiving the 
order conditions. ‘This derivation gives a fourteen-parameter class (c,, c~, c5, c,, b& b;, six of 
the a, 6, and 6,) of (5, 6) direct pairs. 
4. bmpasisons 
In this section we compare several properties of the above classes of direct and transformed 
pairs: the efficiency, the accuracy of the local error estimate alld stepsize prediction, and the 
size of the stability region. For the (3, 4) pair we also investigate the existence of fourth-order 
interpolants. 
Throughout this section the k th truncation coefficient of order j for the order p solution 
formula in a direct pair is denoted by f$ (the superscript d indicates a direct pair). The 
truncation coefficients for the other formulae are distinguished by adding a prime or caret as 
appropriate. The truncation coefficients for the formulae in a transformed pair are denoted in 
the same way except a superscript t is used in place of the d. The size of the truncation 
coefficients of order j is taken as the sum of the squares of the truncation coefficients of that 
order, and is denoted by qc, qrd, ?;-f, qrt, p, qfd, et or qft. If the superscript t or d is omitted, 
we are referring to either type of pair. We use the sum of squares and not the maximum of the 
truncation coefficients to measure the size, because the former is more suited to algebraic 
manipulation. 
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For the stability analysis we use the test equation (see [6] for example) 
y Ii =cu?)+By’, 
.uhere cy = -($ + I-‘), p = 211 and II, I* are real. It is easily shown that 
Y r+l =Q& 
where V; = [ yI. JzJ+’ lr, y + , = [ yj + ,, hy!_ , IT and Q is a numerical operator. The formulae are 
said to be smbk, for a given 14 and V, if the eigenvalues of Q lie within the unit circle in the 
complex plane. A similar definition holds for the lower-order formulae. The size of the stability 
region for an RK formula is often measured using the intercepts of the stability boundary with 
the negative real and imaginary axes. Along the negative real axis we use the same measure for 
the RKNG pairs. However, for the imaginary axis we take the size near (typically 0.05 into the 
left half-plane) and not on the axis. This is done because the stability region of an RKNG 
formula is often close to the imaginary axis but does not touch it, and measuring the size as 
described reflects the size more accurately. 13y convention we refer to this value as the 
. . :rcept. 
Numerous experiments have shown for Runge-Kutta and Nystram formulae that decreasing 
the size of the principal truncation coefficients of the formula advancing the numerical 
approximation usually decreases the global error. Since our pairs use local extrapolation, the 
principal truncation coefficients are those of the pth-order formulae. We are interested in 
seeing if Tt+ , and TtJ ‘p+l -I be significantly smaller than ri+, and Ti:, . 
There are five and thlJl:en principal truncation coefficients respectively for the fourth-order 
solution and derivative I;,rmulae of a (3, 4) pair. The solution form&a has one non-RK 
truncation coefficient and the derivative formula has four. These are (where repeated indices 
imply summation) 
btra,, nix cI, - -ifi , b,‘ti:, ajk Ct - & . 
For a transformed pair the truncation coefficients must reduce to a linear combination of the 
RK truncation coefficients. For a direct pair all of the truncation coefficients remain. Hence we 
can use the five free a to make the five non-RK truncation coefficients zero. With the a chosen 
in this way we have the greatest gain in efficiency (as measured by the truncation coefficients) 
of a direct pair relative to a transformed pair. 
We find after solving the first four order conditions listed above that the fifth one is 
automatically satisfied. This enables us to take a,, 
and T;d have the form 
_ _ as a free parameter. The measures ‘I$ 7’;’ 
P2ci + P,c, + P,, 
where P,, P,, P,, are quadratics in c3 and D is a constant. For T,‘, 
Pz = 7ooc; - 7OUC, + 175, P, = -4ooc_; + 5ooc, - 150, 
P,, = 1ooc; - 12oc, + 39, D = 43200, 
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for Tg”, 
P2 = 69500~; - 69500~~ + 17375, P, = -40700~; + 5053Oc, - 15090, 
y,, = 8375ci - 1077Oc, + 3663, D = 1036800, 
and for Tid, 
Pz = 5260cf - 5260~~ + 1315, P, = -238Oc_; + 3194~~ - 1002, 
P,, = 595~; - 714~~ +243, D = 207360. 
We have not given the expression for Tt because it is a quadratic in b, with bivariate 
polynomials in c3 and cq as coefficients, which makes it far more complicated than the 
expressions given above. However, we note that Tt can be made zero if b, is chosen so that the 
sixth-order quadrature condition is satisfied, and cq is constrained as in Section 3. 
T,’ is zero if and only if c3 = $ and cq = 1. But for these values it is easily shown that the 
quadrature conditions for the fourth-order derivative formula have no solution. Hence it is 
impossible for (3, 4) transformed pairs to have the higher-order solution formula as fifth order. 
One consequence of this result is discussed at the end of the section 
However, we can minimize T,‘. We first find the partial derivative of T: with respect to cR 
and equate it to zero. Then we solve this equation for c3 in terms of cg and substitute into T,’ 
to get 
TcJ = 
( cq - 1)2 
14400(7ci - 4c, + 1) - 
The principal truncation coefficients of the fourth-order solution formula can be made 
arbitrarily small by letting cq tend to one. 
We cannot make T;’ zero because this would imply the existence of a fifth-order RK formula 
of five stages. Instead we minimize it in a similar way to T,L. After solving the partial derivative 
of T;’ with respect to c~, and substituting into T;’ we get 
T;’ = 
311(c, - 1)2 
4800( 2780~; - ’ 1628~~ + 335) ’ 
As for the solution formula, the principal truncation coefficients for the fourth-order derivative 
formula are made arbitrarily small by letting cq tend to one. 
For the same reason as T;’ we cannot make T;d zero. When we minimize Tid, we obtain 
7-i” = 
119(c, - 1J2 
7200( 1052~; - 476~~ + 119) ’ 
which once again is made arbitrarily small by letting cq tend to one. 
The gain in efficiency a direct (3, 4) pairs offers over a transformed pair can be measured 
using the ratio 
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where the values of th_r ‘I.LC qarameters in Tid may differ from those in T;'. However for 
efficient pairs, Tid and ri’ ~1:t TV ;-lose to their minimum values. We tind in this case that tha: 
free parameters common to direct and transformed pairs have similar values. This enables us to 
use the same valubs of the free parameters in the numerator and denominator of R,, and still 
obtain a useful estimate of the minimum value of R,. Using the same values for the free 
parameters simplifies the analysis considerably. The corresponding ratio for the solution 
formulae is not a suitable measure because it can be zero. 
The maximum gain in efficiency occurs at the minimum of R,. The partial derivative of R, 
with respect to cs is 
-72O(c,- 1) 
P*ci + P,c, + P" 
(Q,c: + Q,c, + a,)’ ’ 
where 
Pz = 338OOcZ - 33800~~ + 8450, P, = - 375oc_; + 10135c, - 4130, 
P,, = - 2975cf + 2005~~ + 12, Q2 = 69500~; - 69500~~ + 17375, 
e, = - 407OOcf + 5053oc, - 15090, Q, = 8375~; - 10770~~ + 3663. 
Since the c must be distinct we cannot make this expression zero by taking cq = 1. Instead we 
have to solve the second factor in the numerator for either c3 or cq. It makes little difference 
which one and we solve for c3 to get 
6740~; - (2027 + (Y)c~ + (a - 401) 
c; = 
lO( 1352~; - 150~~ - 119) ’ 
where (Y= +(166513) . 
(0, 1) if 
‘I2 We require c3 # cq and 0 < c3 < 1. For a! = (166513)‘/2, c3 lies in 
or 
o<c,< 
-_(y - 527 + 2”2(10899401 + 14047~~)“~ 
13520 
= 0.22875152... 
cy + 2027 + 2”2(7559 141- 11493~~)“’ 
13520 
(=0.485834...) <c,< 1. 
For a = -( 166513)“’ all values of cq in (0, 1) are valid except for cq = 0.247754 l l . when 
C3 = c,. With the above expression for c3, R, is 
P2d + P,cq + PO 
Yzc4z+Y174+Yo’ 
where 
P2 = T 175 171676 + 2428?6(166513)!‘2, & = k79260188 - 286076(166513)“2, 
PO = 37247(166513)1’2 T 19815047, y2 = 892Q28(166513)“2 +462966140, 
y, = +271083 164 - 783740(166513)1’2, y,, = 121 991(166513)“2 T 55781855. 
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The expresAn fo, nl: depends very weakly on cq. For the upper sign in pi, ‘yi, i = 0, 1, 2, we 
have R, = Q.769.. . , and for the lower sign, R, = 0.331.. . . When the expression for c3 is 
substituted into T” and Tid, we find that the truncation coefficients tend to zero as cq tends to 
one. This means we can expect to obtain efficient transformed and direct pairs and still have R, 
close to its minimum value. 
Since the cost of the integration varies approximately as the eighth root of Tid (not the 
fourth root since the T are the sum of the squares of the truncation coefficients), we can expect 
a gain in efficiency of about three and fifteen percent for the upper and lower signs, 
respectively. Hence for the class of (3, 4) pairs we investigated, direct pairs offer a small gain in 
efficiency over transformed pairs. 
We now analyze the efficiency of (4, 5) RKNG pairs. The principal non-RK truncation 
coefficients for the fifth-order solution formula are 
The simplifying assumptions reduce the first and fourth truncation coefficients to RK trunca- 
tion coefficients. This means they cannot be eliminated using the a as we did for the (3,4) pair. 
Also, since the b-transformation is used to get the solution formula, the second and third 
truncation coefficients reduce to non-RK truncation coefficients for the derivative formula. The 
principal non-RK truncation coefficients for the, fifth-order derivative formula are 
After the simplifying assumptions are applied, only the second, third, fourth, eighth and 
eleventh (counting across) truncation coefficients remain. Since we have five free a, we can 
attempt to make tnese five truncation coefficients zero. However, we find it is impossible to 
make the eleventh truncation coefficient zero. If we take ah2 as a free parameter and make the 
other four truncation coefficients zero, we get a three-parameter (c3, c5 and a& class of 
derivative formulae. 
The expressions for the truncation coefficients in terms of the free parameters are suffi- 
ciently complicated that it is difficult to manipulate the truncation coefficients analytically. 
Therefore we analyze the truncation coefficients numerically. To do this we developed an 
interactive program that permits the user to do grid searches on the free parameters of the 
pairs. The truncation coefficients are found using a modification of a tree program due to 
Butcher and Verner (private communication). 
R, has a minimum of 0.255.. . at q = 0.27.. . and c5 = 0.54.. . , and the minimum is 
independent of ah2. Since the cost of integration varies approximately as the tenth root of Tld, 
direct pairs at this minimum will be approximate1.y fifteen percent more efficient than 
transformed pairs. However this minimum does not give the most efficient direct pair because 
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T,‘” = 1.5 - 10 -‘, whereas its minimum is 1.1 l 10 -3 at c3 = 0.3.. . , c5 = 0.9.. . . For the latter 
values of cj and c~, R, = 0.34.. . , which gives a gain of approximately ten percent. 
For the (5, i-r) pairs the seventh-order non-RK conditions are naturally more complicated 
than those for the (3,4) and (4,5) pairs and we do not attempt to make them zero by solving 
for the free a. Instead we use our interactive program to minimize R, subject to 
T,=max{T,d, Tid}, 
being close to its minimum value. The minimum of T, is approximately 2.4 l 10V4 for which R, 
can be made as small as 0.34.. . . Since the integration cost varies approximately as the twelfth 
root of T;d, the gain in efficiency is approximately ten percent. 
To test the above conclusions on efficiency we selected representative pairs from each direct 
and transformed class, and compared their performance on seven problems (Dl, D2, D3, D4, 
D5, El, E2 of nonstiff DETEST [31>. The pairs were implemented in a simple integrator for 
which the stepsize after an accepted step, or after the first rejected step at a point, is selected 
using the locally optimal formula (with a safety factor of 0.9). Qn the second and subsequent 
rejections at the point the stepsize is halved. -4 maximum norm with absolute weights is used 
for the local error estimate. We used tolerances of lo-‘, i = 2, 4, 6, 8. 
For the (3,4) transformed pair we choose cA = &, c3 = 0.391277 (the value to six decimal 
places that minimizes R,). For the (4,5b transformed pair we chooce c3 = -& and cg = s. The 
non-RK truncation coefficients in the direct (3, 4) and (4,5) pairs are made zero as described 
earlier in the subsection. The remaining free a have the same values as those in the 
transformed pairs. For the (5, 6) transformed pair we choose c2. = & c3 = $, cg = $ and c, 7 $. 
The extra free parameiers of the (5,6) direct pair are chosen so that T, is close to its minimum 
value. The free b’, b. 6’ and b in all pairs are chosen so that the ratios RF* au6 RTt are smah 
(see below). 
Table 1 contains the ratio of the number of accepted steps for the transformed pairs to the 
direct pairs for each problem and tolerance. Table 2 contains the ratio for each tolerance and 
pair averaged over all seven problems, over the D problems and over the E problems. The 
number of accepted steps is normalized so that the end point global error for both pairs at each 
order is the same. The normalizing is done using tolerance proportionality. 
Except for the (3,4) pairs on the D problems, the direct pairs are usually more efficient than 
transformed pairs. For the D probleins, the gain in efficiency associated with the direct (4, 5) 
Table 1 
Efficiency ratios 
(3.4) (4,5) (56) 
-2 -4 -6 -8 -2 -3 -6 -8 -2 -4 -6 -8 
Dl 0.81 0.79 0.68 1.22 1.26 1.82 1.85 1.84 1.05 1.27 1.22 1.18 
D2 0.68 0.84 0.91 0.89 1.35 1.25 1.21 1.20 1.03 2.10 1.58 1.30 
D3 0.82 0.88 0.93 1.28 1.53 1.25 1.22 1.23 0.80 1.88 1.33 1.35 
D4 0.90 0.90 0.98 1.63 1.29 1.33 1.29 1.30 0.75 1.78 1.22 1.16 
D5 0.90 0.97 1.03 1.47 1.39 1.75 1.89 2 P2 1.38 1.60 1.18 0.99 
El 1.02 1.15 1.26 1.73 1.47 1.61 1.58 1.55 1.52 1.45 1.43 1.31 
E2 1.04 1.02 1.07 1.12 0.77 1.23 1.12 1.61 0.66 0.65 0.66 0.71 
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Table 2 
The avcragc cfficicncy ratios 
(3,4) (4,s) (5-6) 
-2 -4 -6 -8 -2 -4 -6 -8 -2 -4 -6 -8 
All 0.88 0.94 0.98 1.33 1.29 i .47 I.45 1.65 1.03 1.53 1.23 1.14 
D 0.82 0.88 0.91 1.30 1.36 1.49 1.49 1.68 1.00 1.73 1.31 1.30 
E 1.03 1.09 1.17 1.43 1.12 1.42 1.35 1.58 1.09 1.05 1 .os i.01 
and (5, 6) pairs is noticeably larger than that predicted above. One possible reason for this is 
that the second derivative is of the form f(x, y) and not f(x, y, y’). This means that, besides 
the quadrature condition, only the truncation coefficients corresponding to the non-RK 
elementary differentials are present. Since in the direct (4, 5) and (5, 6) pairs we made most of 
these truncation coefficients zero or small, the value of 7”+, and T,‘: 1 formed using just the 
“active” truncation coefficients is significantly smaller than the value formed using al! the 
truncation coefficients. Using the same reasoning we can expect the direct pairs to be less 
efficient relative to the transformeA u pairs on the E problems because some of the RK 
truncation coefficients are active. This reduction in efficiency is supported by the numerical 
results. Ir 
4.2. Local error estimate 
The ratios 
and 
R”Pl = 
P 
- max 
C( t p+lj - ip+ Ij)2 
c 
c 
are commonly us;d to measure the relative error in the local error estimate, and how well the 
locally optimal formula predicis the $epsize. Both ratios should be small. 
If a class of pairs has both b and 6’ as free parameters, the principal truncation coefficients 
in the lower-order formulae can be made arbitrarily large. In this case, RF’ can be made 
arbitrarily small. Since direct pairs are more likely to have both b and if as free parameters, 
we might expect direct pairs to often have more accurate error estimates. However, this 
reasoning ignores two important points. First, RF’ for transformed pairs can often be made 
sufficiently small (for example, less than 0.5 as suggested in [8] for RK pairs) that inaccuracies 
in the error estimate no longer significantly effect the integration. Second, A1;“’ ignores the 
higher-order terms which will also affect the accuracy of the estimate. Our num rical testing 
shows the local error estimate for transformed pairs can beAm!de sufficiently accurate. 
We find RT’ depends weakly, if at all, on the free b’, b, b’ and 6. We also find that the 
value of REP’ for a reliable and efficient transformed pair is no more than about 0.3 greater 
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than that for a reliable and efficient direct pair. Our numerical testing shows that transformed 
and direct pairs usually have a similar number of rejected steps. 
In summary, the extra generality of the direct pairs leads to little improvement in the 
accuracy of the local error estimate and stepsize prediction. 
4.3. Stability 
We find the free a of a direct class can be used to make the stability region of the 
higher-order formulae significantly larger than that for transformed pairs. Furthermore, the 
regions can often be enlarged without compromising the efficiency. We illustrate this point for 
pairs from each of the (3,4), (4,5) and (56) classes. 
For the (3,4) transformed pair we take c, = G and c3 = 0.391277 (the value to six decimal 
places that minimizes R,). This gives 
= 6.5. 10-4, 
I I 
T,” I” = 1.3 l 1(-J-” 
and intercepts of 2.6 and - 1.6 on the imaginary and negative real axes, respectively. For the 
(3,4) direct pair we take the same values of c3 and c4, choose the a so that the fifth-order 
non-RK truncation coefficients are zero, and as3 = 6.2195.. . (its value for the transformed 
pair). This gives 
[ I Td 1/2 5 = 6.3 l 10-4, [ Tid] 1’2 = 7.4. 10-4, 
and the same intercepts as for the transformed pair. If we now choose as3 = -3.9, the 
intercepts are 2.3 and -3.4. That is, the intercept on the negative real axis doubles in 
magnitude and the other intercept decreases a small amount. If instead we choose as3 = - 1.06, 
the intercepts are 3.0 and -2.0, respectively. 
For the (4,5) and (5, 6) pairs we proceed in a similar manner. The free parameters are 
chosen so that Tpd+ 1,Td: 1, Tp’+ 1and Tp’: 1 are close to their minimum value. The free a of the 
direct pairs are then changed, without changing the T significantly, to make the stability region 
larger. We find the intercepts on the negative real axis can be increased very little. However, 
the intercept for the imaginary axis can be increased in magnitude approximately thirty and 
forty-five percent for the (4, 5) and (5, 6) pairs, respectively. 
4.4. In terpolan ts 
The last comparison we make between direct and transformed pairs concerns interpolants 
for the (3,4) pairs. Fine [6] showed for (3,4) pairs that the order of the fourth-order solution 
could be increased to five. In this case a local quintic Hermite interpolant for the solution can 
be defined to give a fifth-order interpolant for the solution. This is then differentiated to give a 
fourth-order interpolant for the derivative. 
We saw earlier in the section that the higher-order solution formula of a transformed pair 
could not be made order five. This means the quintic Hermite interpolant cannot be formed. 
Hence we have immediately the following negative result for the class of transformed (3, 4) 
pairs we investigated. To obtain interpolants of the type derived by Fine, one more stage is 
required for the transformed pairs than for the direct pairs. 
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5. Discussion 
We compared the performance of direct and transformed (3,4), (4, S), and (5, 6) Nystrijm 
pairs for the general second-order initial-value problem. Direct pairs are found by solving the 
order conditions explicitly, while transformed pairs are found by applying a simple transforma- 
tion to the coefficients of an RK pair. Classes of direct pairs have more coefficients available as 
free parameters, although none of these extra parameters can be c. 
We found that the stability region of direct pairs can often be made significantly larger than 
that for transformed pairs, without making the direct pairs less efficient. We also found that the 
direct pairs could be more efficient than transformed pairs. 
There are several possible extensions to our work. One extension is to investigate whether 
the above advantages of direct pairs reiative to transformed pairs hold for pairs of order greater 
than six. We are currently deriving classes o f (6, 7) and (7, 8) direct pairs, with the aim of 
comparing their performance with transformed (6, 7) and (7, 8) pairs. 
Appendix 
In this appendix we give the truncation coefficients up to order seven for a derivative 
formula and order eight for a solution formula of an RKNG pair. The k th truncation 
coefficient of order j for a derivative formula has the form (where the b’ represent the exterior 
weights of any derivative formula) 
where Ajk, Bjk are integers, and the Sijk are sums of products of the a, a’ and c. The 
corresponding truncation coefficient for the solution (this is now order j + 1) is obtained by 
replacing Ajk by (j + 1)Ajk and bl by bi. The order condition associated with each truncation 
coefficient is obtained by equating the truncation coefficient to zero. 
For orders one to five in the derivative we list the truncation coefficients in the same format 
as used in Section 4. For orders six and seven we omit the subscripts on the Sijk and give only 
the Sijk, A, B (see Tables 3 and 4). 
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